
PRE-CLASS TOOLS:

Complete supply lists will be included on each project’s individual PDF, however, 
before class begins, you may want to take a look at your card making tools to 
see what you have available.

Certain tools and equipment will make your interactive card making easier and 
help you achieve a professional looking finish to your projects. If you don't 
already have some of them, you might consider adding a few of the following 
to your card making toolbox:

Martha Stewart Score Board -This scoring tool offers 1/8" increments, a zero 
centering ruler, and an additional self-storing measuring guide that is perfect for 
diagonal folds and envelope making. This board is excellent for projects that 
require multiple score lines.  I personally prefer using a Ball Tip Stylus with this 
score board, which can easily be stored in the compartment that holds the 
scoring tool that comes with the board.  If you choose to do the same, don't 
discard the original scoring tool; it does come in handy for other tasks!

Be Creative Tape -This industrial strength tape is perfect for securing flaps and 
other moving parts that need to withstand movement and stress without coming 
apart.

Honey Bee Detail Scissors – The sharp blades work well for intricate cutting and 
feature a non-stick coating.

Teflon Bone Folder – Helps crease fold lines crisply and does not leave a sheen 
on the paper surface.

Cutting Mat -A craft mat will protect your work surface when making cuts with a 
craft knife. The Basic Grey Mat features a 15 x 15” self-healing cutting surface 
with a magnetic core, an 18” magnetic ruler, and magnetic tacks.

Craft Knife –The Fiskars Fingertip Craft Knife is compact, with a unique grip that 
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enables you to use the blade as if it were simply an extension of your fingers.  
The Comfort Craft Knife features an ergonomic grip with 4 different blades.

Tim Holtz Ruler -With a measurement grid printed on the clear body, and a metal 
edge along one side, you can use your craft knife with confidence that you will 
not accidentally cut into and potentially ruin your ruler. A handy row of piercing 
holes runs along the other side.

Tonic 8.5" Bypass/Guillotine Trimmer-An excellent, portable cutter that is perfect 
for quickly trimming off ends, capable of slicing very narrow strips of card stock 
easily and accurately, it is always within arm's reach on my work desk.
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